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Abstract: This paper analyses the possibilities for VLSI implementation of the fuzzy
image filtering. The proposed filtering method consists in two operations: a spatial
meaning of the pixels from a window, determining the main pixel of this window and
a fuzzy 3D interpolation, in which the representative median pixels determine the
intensity value of the image pixel. Using a knowledge-based model the fuzzy 3D
interpolation gives a natural solution for the coefficients function set of the linear
interpolation function. The first operation can be easily implemented in a VLSI chip
using resistive networks or, more economically, using junction or MOS diode. The
second operation is more complex, because we have to obtain the filtered image by
interpolation of the main samples for each node in each window. This can be done
using a spatial smoothing circuit with MOS transistors, having space-dependant gate
bias.

1. Introduction
Image restoration deals with the problem of reconstruction or estimation of the
original image from a distorted or a noisy image. The interest in an image
processing area is given by the application of restoration and segmentation to a
wide variety of fields like: visual automation systems, vehicle guidance,
surveillance, archaeology, intelligent diagnostic systems, intelligent robots and so
[1,2].
The area addressed by the present paper is image spatial filtering and image
recovery. These problems have been studied by a lot of researcher [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
The spatial operators used in most cases are of convolution matrix type that made a
mediation and low pass spatial filtering. Practically, each pixel is substituted with a
weighted medium of neighbour pixels:
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where W is a given window, aij are the convolution matrix coefficients, zin, j is the
pixels affected by noise and zif, j are filtered pixels.
The algorithms using fuzzy concepts and neural networks are frequently used in
image processing [9-14]. These algorithms can be implemented using digital or
analogic circuits. The implementation using digital technique (DSP’s) has the
disadvantage of big computing time. More attractive is the analogic
implementation using VLSI, because of the parallel computing.
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2. Fuzzy 3D Interpolation and Fuzzy Spatial Filtering
The proposed fuzzy 3D interpolation model [13, 15, 16] can be easily adapted
for image reconstruction and filtering, if the 3-rd dimension is represented by
pixels intensity.
Fuzzy 3D interpolation is based on the samples meaning concept and
knowledge base model describes in [15]. The formula obtained for 3D interpolation
is:
zc1 ( x, y)  zc ( x, y)  Q( x, y)

(2)

where zc is basic estimation (zero level interpolation) and Q( x, y) is the first
level correction:
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Fuzzy spatial filtering represents, in fact, the fuzzy 3D interpolation algorithm
applied for main pixels ( z im, j ) .

where  

Median filtering assumes that pixels of a window are substituted with a median
pixel. For the fuzzy 3D filtering, main sample is defined as the arithmetical mean
of samples in a given window:
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where:
- the samples with noise are z inr js  z n xir js , yir js ;



- the original surface (without noise) is  z ir js


 z x

ir j s
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, y ir j s ;

- the samples with noise are nir js ;





and grid points are xir js , yir js .
Notation (i, j ) are used to address windows and (r , s) are used to address pixels
in a given window (see Fig. 1). We assume that a window has D D pixels.
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Fig. 1 – The model of interpolation windows

The proposed algorithm has been tested using both synthetic and real images,
having the follow attributes: N  N pixels with 256 grey levels. Synthetic image
was chosen with two constant grey level to create a vertical edge, with an edge
strength of 40 grey level. Random noise with different amplitude was added to
these images. The evaluation was made by visual inspection and using synthetic
performance measure criterion, too:
1/ 2
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(5)

In case of synthetic image chosen by us, because intensity variations occur only
horizontal, this criterion can be used to measure preservation and strength [17]. The
effectiveness of the algorithm has been proven through simulation [13].
3. Sensors for Image Acquisition
The acquisition can be done mainly using circuits based on the:
charge coupled devices (CCD)
CMOS based active pixel sensors (APS)
APS only try to capture the image with a focus toward improving the image
quality using standard processes.
APS have extensive applications for astronomical and space exploration
applications, in addition to recent interest in multimedia applications, for video and
still-image imaging. APS has the advantages that can achieve low noise, high
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speed, random access to pixels. APS are the main part of the vision chips (in which
some high level image processing is performed at the image acquisition level).
These structures are based on a photodiode and the principle is represented in
Fig. 2. Initially, the node X is reset and the charge stored in the photodiode area
gives a potential of the node X dependant on the image brightness. After the
integration cycle the charge is transferred to the output using Select pin.

Fig. 2 – CMOS based active pixel sensors

4. Spatial meaning and fuzzy interpolation using VLSI
As it has been mentioned, the first operation consists in a spatial meaning of the
samples in a D  D window. This can be easily implemented in a VLSI chip using
resistive networks. A resistive grid receives the output current from the D  D
nodes (pixels), the output current being proportional to the average input currents
(for a constant window size). A resistive network wouldn’t be economic in CMOS
process because of the difficulties in implementing of high-value passive resistors.
For this reason the resistive network have to be replaced with junction or MOS
diode (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 – Spatial meaning

The next operation is fuzzy interpolation. Re-writing equation (5) for the main
sample zim, j obtained in a D  D window and replacing the zero level

 

interpolation value, we can obtain the filtered samples as:
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(6)

This is the equation that is to be implemented using a VLSI chip. The intensity
of the current pixel will result taking into account the twelve main samples and its
position in D  D window.
The main sample ( zim, j ) is represented in Fig. 4 by the current sources Iouti,j,
obtained after smoothing in D D window. Because in the equation (6) appear
main samples having both plus and minus sign, each of these main samples is
represented as normal and complemented current.

Fig. 4 – Part of VLSI chip

The potentials Vrs, r,s=1D are obtained using resistive divisors grids, in order
to obtain the appropriate current ratio for each pixel in D  D window.
Using MATLAB program it is quite easy to compute the current ratios for each
pixel in D  D , current flowing from each of the twelve main pixels (see Fig. 5).
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a)

b)
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Fig. 5 – The current ratios in a DD= 1010 window for Iouti,j (a), Iouti+1,j (b), Iouti,j+1 (c)

5. Conclusions
An algorithm for spatial filtering has been presented. The algorithm turned out
to give better performances in comparison to other filtering methods (see the
results obtained in [13, 15, 16]).
In [13] the proposed algorithm and the spatial filtering method was tested for
synthetic or real images in different conditions of noise level and window size. The
obtained results confirms that proposed algorithm has good performances in all
situation mentioned above.
A principle for VLSI implementation has been also discussed. In the paper are
presented principles for both spatial meaning and fuzzy interpolation.
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